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Abstract- College physics is a basic course that science and engineering students must learn. College physics is an advanced course based on high school physics. Physics teaching in both high school and college places an emphasis on capacity development and scientific literacy development. Teachers can adopt effective teaching strategies in the process of teaching, and do a good job of physics between college physics and high school physics, thus reducing the difficulty of students' learning and promoting the development of students’ academic achievements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For students interested in studying science or engineering, the typical first year of college courses includes college physics and advanced mathematics. College physics is a basic course that science and engineering students who have just entered the university have come into contact with [1]. But a large proportion of students entering college in China do not meet the requirements for entrance into college-level physics. As we know, college physics and high school physics teaching have different learning tasks, different ways of thinking, different teaching objectives and teaching content. High school and colleges are different two phases, so there are different learning tasks, various thinking modes and distinct teaching objective and teaching content [2,3].

As freshmen who just enter into college, it is urgent task for them to adjust to new campus life when facing with strange environment and teaching mode. The freshmen are familiar with the past teaching mode formed in high schools, so they are used to fixing physics problems with the simple methods that they have learned in high schools. There are so many differences between the physics in these two phases, and there are much more courses and much more difficulties. Besides, physics is more abstract and complicated, compared with other subjects. Therefore, freshmen must adjust their learning methods and methods in a timely manner to quickly adapt to the teaching methods of the university [4].

The courses of college physics mainly face with the students majoring in science and engineering in institutions of universities and colleges. There are so many problems in the education of physics in high schools and colleges since a long time. The main target of high school is the college entrance examination, so people just focus on how to have a good performance and how to improve the entrance rate of students under the background of test-oriented education [5,6].

The college physics teaching and the high school physics teaching are the research objects in the paper. According to the actual situation of the physics education in colleges and high schools in China, there will be further research on a series of problems, such as effective connection of physics education between these two phases.

II. CURRENT STATUS OF PHYSICS TEACHING IN COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL

A. Current Status of Physics Teaching in High School

The situation of high school physics is very dull and dried, doing paper, having tests and entering a higher education, which has been the biggest standard for parents and teachers to measure the ability of high school students. There are so many functions in education; but the talent selection is the most important. They are divided as the excellent students and poor students through tests, and they go to different colleges and universities to participate jobs at different levels.

The major background of current education is test-oriented education. The methods in the teaching of high school physics is to master all physics knowledge to keep doing practices and papers and to keep testing. The final aim is to gain a good performance in the college entrance examination. However, quality education has been advocated now and the comprehensive development is required. There is quality extension, but it is still the test-oriented education for graduation classes. The students in the classes should learn to do practice correctly and they are just asked to know how to do experiment simply, letting alone the cultivation of the innovation ability.
High-quality talents with all-round development of morality, intelligence, physique and beauty are cultivated in quality education, and the innovative talents should be cultivated. However, the test-oriented education has to be undertaken to distribute scarce educational resources, so that high schools’ students have to face with the stress.

B. Current Status of Physics Teaching in College

Physics knowledge in college is the extension of that in high school, and there are differences in depth and breadth. The learning of college physics thinks more about logicality and there should be depth in the understanding of concepts and atmosphere, so freshmen are required to have stronger logical thinking ability to master the methods of physics learning as a whole. College students should be shaped with overall consciousness to have a better mastering of overall logicality in the learning of physics. What’s more, college physics could explain a higher-level physical phenomenon. Physics is closely related with real life, so learning physics could improve the divergent thinking, abstract thinking and logical thinking in college students’ life.

Logical thinking ability is very important, but the thinking is not formed groundlessly since there should be certain foundation. The root of the foundation is the connection between the college physics and high school physics. Only the connection point could be found can we have a better understanding on the meaning of divergent thinking. Through finding out the similarities and differences of these two, the connection of two parties could be built up and then the knowledge of college physics could be fixed with the thinking superior to the high schools. So that the thinking could be more abroad and the understanding on physics knowledge would be more profound. Then, there would be a better connection between these two parties. The learning of physics knowledge could affect the thinking of students from the root and students would be affected when handling some things in their life. Hence, the change of thinking would not only be important to learning and there would also profound impact on the life.

In the college education, the lessons are less, but there are much more new posts for the rapid development of technology and the increasing need in the talent market. To adapt to the situation and improve the employment rate of colleges and universities and the target of colleges and universities to cultivate much more talents, there are many courses with strong practicability in colleges and universities. Students could choose optional courses according to their interest and the development direction in the future. The practicability is increased; however, the compulsory courses would be reduced accordingly for the optional courses since there is limitation in the courses in colleges and universities. As a result, there would be shrinkage of education to some extent. The practicability of optional courses is increased, but the traditional courses should not be ignored. The relationship between these two courses should be handled well.

III. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COLLEGE PHYSICS AND HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICS

A. Difference of Teaching Materials

Teaching is course and knowledge while knowledge comes from teaching materials. Hence, the difference of high school physics and college physics is on teaching materials. In high school physics, it is divided into the optional course and compulsory course and the contents are less. There are force, heat, magnetism, light and atomic physics. The knowledge is wide but what students learn is shallow and easy. All of these are basic physics knowledge. The connection among subjects is not that large and the difficulty is less. The physics knowledge in high school is introduced from life and there are illustrations and demonstration experiments, so it is easy to understand and concrete. Students could learn it easily. There are correspondent practices in the end of each chapter and there are multiple types of practices. Most of them could be solved through formula and theorem. Hence, the difficulty in the high school physics is less, which is good to arouse the learning interest of students to increase the desire to learn. College physics is completely different. There are also force, heat, magnetism, light and atomic physics in the teaching content, but the depth and breadth are deeper than the high schools. Besides, there is great connection with other subjects, especially the higher mathematics. The solution of the physics knowledge should be solved with the formula of senior mathematics.

College physics and senior mathematics are taken at the same time, so the teaching progress is different. Sometimes, the knowledge of senior mathematics that is used to solve the physics has not been learned in the course, which increases the difficulty of college physics to some extent. The knowledge of senior mathematics is more difficult than the physics because some of them are too abstract and they are in need of demonstration and solution, so the learning of senior mathematics is also a key point. The teaching materials of college physics is introduced directly without illustration or preface, which should be boring to some extent. The contents in the teaching materials are more abstract than the high schools and the divergent thinking should be so strong. College physics focuses on theoretic reasoning, argumentation and summary with wide range of knowledge. Hence, it is easily to damage the learning initiative of freshmen if the relationship between the high school physics and college physics could not be handled well. What’s more, there is certain change in the after-class practice in the teaching materials of college physics. The practices of colleges are less, and dense and multiple knowledges would be applied in one practice, which is in a feature of summary. In a word, there are huge differences on the teaching materials in college physics and high school physics [7, 8].
B. Differences between Teaching Methods and Means

The high school physics is relatively relaxed. Teachers would have time to have specific and detail explanation on the knowledge since there is less points and much more classes in high school physics. Hence, the teaching progress of physics is slower relatively. As a result, there should be differences in the teaching methods in these two phases. The relaxing atmosphere in the teaching of high school physics could make students have a chance to talk with teachers; and there is physics learning time in the class, so teachers would consolidate students’ knowledge by doing practice, explaining practices and doing again. Teachers could have key explanation and difficulties according to the problems and mistakes of students. There is teaching with such interactive learning. After class, teachers will make some homework for students and they will check and explain homework with certain time. The knowledge could be reviewed through explanation, so that the physics knowledge system could be fixed. The teaching mean of PPT are used in the teaching of high school physics, which is more direct.

There are so different methods and means in the college physics, compared with those in high school physics. There are more contents, but the classes are less. Teachers would have no time for explanation for meeting the teaching progress, and they will make some classic practices. The ability of self-learning is the main means. The teaching methods and means of teachers of college physics is talking. There are so many knowledges in college physics, so teachers have to talk rapidly to finish the task. Hence, it is different from the high schools. Students should fully understand the knowledge lectured by teachers during the class and students need a systemic learning after class. Teachers in the class pay more attention to the theory and thinking while the teaching methods of college are only the explanation of physics knowledge points with multimedia [9].

C. Differences of Teaching Information Feedback

The class in high school physics is relaxing and there is time for teachers and students to have communication. Students could ask for teachers when there is something wrong. Besides, students could ask for teachers if they do not know or clarify the knowledge point. Teachers could also timely know the mastering of students, so that they could have key explanation in the class. The effective teaching information feedback could make teaching success with half effort. During the college, the communication between students and teachers is just in the class. Besides, teachers just talk about it normally, so there is no chance for students to talk with teachers. The homework made by teachers is very limited, but there is still copy in this homework, so the feedback is not fully effective.

D. Difference of Learning Means

The class of high school physics is very regular, doing homework after class and listening to new class in the class. There will be no review before the class and there will be no notes during the class. There is just endless homework after class, so students have to do homework, after-class practices and extracurricular practices. Students barely have their own idea and they just follow teachers, so that they could have good performance. In college, students must spend time on after-class review, and they must take notes. The learning methods and efficiency must be focused in college and the students’ subjective consciousness of students must be enhanced [10].

E. Differences in Learning Objectives and Targets

It is known to us that the biggest objectives of high school students are entering colleges and universities; however, the teaching target of education is not only for it. For the opinion, students make the college entrance examination as their motivation, so they try hard to learn knowledge and to do practices and then they could gain higher performance in the score. For the objectives, the learning of students just follows the prescribed order, so it is so boring and dull with strong objective. In college, the environment is relatively relaxing, and everything is so free for freshmen. Facing with the teaching objectives of college, many students will ignore it. They just forget the original objectives for some luring and then their objectives are lower and lower, passing examination without failure and smooth graduation. Some of them have forgotten the original objectives and directions.

F. Differences in Learning Psychology

During the high school, students keep doing practice, taking all kinds of examination and quiz for the examination. The psychology of students is in a state of tension and numbness. There is not that much exams in colleges and there is only final exam. You just gain sufficient credit, which makes students in a status of stagger. Especially in the relaxing period after the college entrance examination, some college students would have idea of liberation and they just waste their time when facing with relaxing college life. The students with poor self-control would have unprecedented psychological relaxation and they take no obligations or responsibility that they should take. There is contrast between strict management of high school and the relatively free management of college, so some students are totally at loss.

IV. Teaching Strategies to Promote the Connection between College Physics and High School Physics

Physics teaching in both high school and college places an emphasis on capacity development and scientific literacy development. The following measures can be taken to bridge the gap between college physics and high school physics teaching.

A. Improve the Teaching of the Introduction Lesson

In the teaching process, teachers must take various methods to try to keep students in the introductory physics course so that
they can achieve the goal of becoming physicists or engineers [1,11]. The first lesson for college is the first step of the effective connection between the high school physics and college physics. Freshmen have been familiar with the teaching mode and teaching methods of high schools, so teachers should guide the students to adjust the college study when they face with strange college life. Teachers should tell students with many differences of physics in these two phases, including what and how to learn physics. Students should be guided to build up correct view of learning and they should come to realize the learning objectives, teaching planning and testing methods of colleges, so that students could clarify the difference opinions of physics in two phases and the freshmen cold know the difference and significance of the teaching of college physics. What’s more, teachers should also introduce suggestions and experiences related with physics learning, so that students could know the similarities and differences through the study of introduction and the explanation of teachers. Only by knowing the difference can students have a better understanding, and thus can they better handle the effective connection between high school physics and college physics. Teachers can demonstrate various vivid physical experiments to students and demonstrate the application of physics knowledge in daily life. Use these vivid and bizarre physical phenomena to stimulate students’ interest in learning [12].

B. Adjust the Progress of the Course According to the Teaching Content

It is known to all that the teaching progress of high school is different from that of college, and students are asked to adjust to the teaching progress of college. As to freshmen, they have been familiar with that in high school, so they do take time to adjust to the progress of college. In high school, the teaching time is sufficient and there are much more courses. In addition, the physics knowledge in the high school is not that much, so teachers would have time and energy to have specific teaching, so the teaching progress is relatively slow, and freshmen are easier to accept the knowledge. However, it is different in college. The learning hours are shorter and the time for class is less, but there is much more knowledge with wider involvement, so the teaching progress of teachers should be faster. Such too fast lecturing with larger difficulties would make freshmen feel boring about the subject, which would make teaching in dilemma and decrease the passion of freshmen. Hence, teachers should adjust the progress of teaching so as to provide a buffer for freshmen to adjust the teaching in college, and then there would be effective connection between high school physics and college physics.

C. Sufficient Teaching Content in the Class

There is coherence in knowledge and the college physics is consolidation and improvement of high school physics. The origin of much knowledge in college could be found in high schools, which means that there is a upgrading of high school physics in the college physics. It is the reason why teachers would have review on what they have learned in the high schools in the teaching of physics, and then it is so natural to enter into the physics teaching in college. It should be noted that what freshmen learn in college is new knowledge, so the simple review and natural explanation are needed because most of atmosphere could not be explained with the knowledge in high school physics, which means that there is limitation in the teaching content in high school period to prepare for the explanation of teaching contents of college physics. So, teachers are required to have systemic understanding and knowing of high school physics. There is the basic speed, acceleration, force analysis, momentum, kinetic energy and work in the teaching materials of high school physics. It should be mentioned that teachers should know that the key of teaching materials is the new knowledge of college physics, so they should grasp the degree of review to talk the key points and connection points, instead of unrelated physics knowledge in high school. Teachers grasp the key points and do well in the effective connection between the high school physics and college physics.

D. Effective Review of Learned Knowledge

There are so many differences in-and-after classes of the physics in high school and college. There will be so many after-class practices since there are sufficient learning times in high school. The types of practices are basic, and the quantity is so large. According to the professional training program, the number of hours taught in college physics is often small, and the number of physical exercises is relatively small. Therefore, the questions of college physics exercises are more typical and novel, and the purpose of consolidating new knowledge is achieved through classic examples and after-school exercises. Although the after-class practices of these two phases are different, they would share a teaching objective. Under normal situation, the physics practices in college could be solved with what freshmen have learned in high school since it should be fixed with the knowledge in college. Some of them could be answered with the knowledge in high school, but freshmen should master the physics methods of college through doing selective physics practice. On the view of the different teaching methods in college physics, there is higher requirement to freshmen, and they are asked to cultivate a habit of review, so they could adjust to the fast-pace learning progress. There is a better connection between the high school physics and college physics by with learning method of learning something new form the old knowledge.

E. Cultivate the Self-learning of Freshmen

The biggest difference of high schools and colleges is the individual subjective controllability. The teaching environment of high school is so tight that teachers and parents have arrangement before freshmen distributing their own leaning life. College is different since freshmen cultivate
the self-control, self-control, self-study ability by themselves. Freshmen are asked to cultivate the 'self-study ability and subject consciousness in learning in the physic study. In colleges, freshmen need to learn with document. The college courses are in fast pace. It is good to have specific explanation and after-class practices in teaching material, but freshmen should study and sort out key knowledge when there are doubts or questions, so that the knowledge could be consolidated and improved. The difference in the teaching of the physics in two phases is on the sequentially. In high schools, you could find the original words of teaching content from the textbook; while college is different since teachers would have systemic explanation on the physics class for the limitation of time and learning hours. Some explanations are not in the same place, even some of them are absent in the textbook. Some long knowledge would be concluded as several words, and teachers would emphasize the knowledge for many times although it is absent in the book. So, freshmen are asked to have learning by themselves through all kinds of references so as to learn the things that are not mentioned in the books and to learn the conclusion of key knowledge. There is a full set of knowledge system and then they could know how to be integration. Through the cultivation of the self-study ability and subject consciousness of learning, there would be better connection between high school physics and college physics [13].

F. Make Full Use of Information Technology as Teaching Tools
Studies have investigated the effects of instructional guidance for simulations when guidance was provided within the learning materials or by the teachers [14]. In the high school physics class, teachers often demonstrate various intuitive physical experiments in order to give students a better understanding of physical phenomena and physical knowledge. However, it is different in colleges. The learning hours are so tight that multimedia is only used for lecturing. As to freshmen who enter into colleges, college physics is abstract, and it is hard to understand. When facing with the change of the teaching of college physics, many freshmen still depend on the teaching mode of high school and they hope to fix complicated physical atmosphere with direct thing. Hence, on the view of these, teachers should teach with multimedia since it is more direct and real, and it is easier for the understanding of freshmen. The innovation of multimedia replacing the presentation of experiment in high school physics teaching could help freshmen to form a systemic knowledge of physics, so as to arouse the learning interest of freshmen. Then, there would be effective connection of high school physics and college physics. In the absence of equipment, virtual educational simulations potentially offer a convenient and cost-effective alternative to physical hardware. Teachers can use information technology to help students make their thinking visible [9, 15].

V. CONCLUSIONS
With the considerable shift in the educational landscape catalyzed by changes in both technological innovations and budget pressures, teachers need to adopt active engagement teaching strategies to progress physics teaching. The research of the effective connection between college physics and high school physics means so much to physics teachers. Through the research, physics teachers could have a systemic knowledge to the physics teaching in high school and college. There are force, heat, magnetism, light and atomic physics in the physics of college and high school. However, the high school’s physics is relatively shallow while the college’s focuses on more profound physics rules. So, there is certain guiding significance for teachers to grasp and understand physics as a whole. Currently, how to make high school students transferring to the study of college physics has been so important and it also requires freshmen to be familiar with the connection points of the physics knowledge system, so there is profound significance on the teaching of physics teachers. What’s more, the research could equip teachers with full understanding on the necessity of the effective connection between the college physics and high school one. Only teachers have a full knowledge on the necessity and importance of the effective connection can they find solution to fix the freshman's inadaptability to college physics teaching, and they could find method to link with the teaching at these two phases as soon as possible. So, freshmen could adjust to the college physics teaching. The effective connection between college and high school could make the teaching easier and smooth. The cooperative and organic connection between these two teaching at two different phases could have a better teaching effect.
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